### Piper King Air 300 Coming Soon

- **Bonanza 35-P35** (or A33-E33) with large third window and expanded baggage order Materials for N35-P35.
- **Bonanza 35-M35** (or A33-B33) with large third window and hat shelf modification.
- **Bonanza 35-E35** with tiny 3rd window modification, order Materials for F35-M35.

*Ensure you order the correct Bonanza Materials by checking the following details:

- Comanche PA24/PA30 (through 1963) *(Floor not drilled for access)*
- Comanche PA24/PA30 (1964 and after)
- Comanche PA24/PA30 (1966 and newer)

**SoundEx**™ is the noise reduction option of choice. Pilots and passengers can fly and communicate in comfort. Indicate that you should expect noise level reduction from 4-7 dB(a) and 10-15 dB(c). From singles and light twins to corporate jets, make flying fatigue a thing of the past. Improve your quality of flight with SoundEx™.

**SoundEx™ is fully backed by our unconditional warranty.**

**Prices Subject to Change Without Notice**
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